Geographical Position of Bizovac
Bizovac is located 18 km to the west of Osijek and 9 km to the south of Valpovo, on the road-railway route
Zagreb-Našice-Osijek which is also called the Podravina main road. Bizovac is also connected to traffic
routes towards Central Europe and to interregional traffic routes towards western Croatia, neighbouring
Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Adriatic and the East.

History of the Bizovac Region
The oldest archaeological artefacts from Samatovci and Ţeljkovac near Ladimirevci as well as from
BroĎanci and Novaki Bizovački originate from the Late Stone Age and are approximately 8,000 years old.

If those artefacts and the artefacts from the Bronze Age found on the site of Lepodrevci are compared with
the tools used by the inhabitants of Bizovac in the second half of the 19th century and in the early 20th
century, one can draw the conclusion that the technological development of this area was pretty weak.
Whether there were some urban areas put up by Roman soldiers during the Roman Empire or not, is not
known, but the toponym of Gradine located in the woods near the village of Cret Bizovački and artefacts,
particularly bricks, indicate the need for further research of the area. The 1579 census of the Turkish District
of Poţega includes a document about the village of Bisofzy and the relating 8 houses which belonged to the
Sub-Districts of Osijek and Karas.

Today’s Bizovac, Habjanovci and BroĎanci were built based on physical planning and were inhabited
during the second half of the 19th century. Today’s settlements of Cret Bizovački, Samatovci, Cerovac and
Selci were put up on the cleared land near manorial farms. In the region of Ivanjska meĎa, an elevated area
which today borders with the channel of BronĎinci and in the past with backwaters of the Kravica river,
there have always been settlements.
Remnants of medieval forts provided refugees from the Turkish reign with plenty of building materials.
Those refugees gave additional power to the District of Bizovac at the end of the 17th and in the 18th
century. There is a church document providing evidence that the settlement of today’s Bizovac took place
from 1752 and 1755 by means of the forcible migration of the population who had lived on surrounding
farms situated on today’s cultivated land.

In the 1840s, the manorial estate of Valpovo founded the tax administration of Bizovac which had been
under the jurisdiction of the District of Petrijevci, a county unit of the lowest rank. At that time, Bizovac
already had a clear administrative hierarchy, a duke and his assistants – guards and field rangers who took
oaths, and an administrator who was nominated by the manorial government. The borders of the tax
administration area of Bizovac correspond to today’s municipality of Bizovac. In 1831, a political
municipality of Bizovac was established which, except for tax collection, had some administrative powers
regarding judicature. Religious and infrastructure issues as well as other issues were dealt with by squires.
From the second half of the 19th century until World War II, the government of the Municipality of Bizovac
took care of infrastructure and other current issues. There were cattle breeders’ guilds, a court, schools and
roads. Land consolidation was performed, drainage channels were excavated and marshlands were
reclaimed. Random and planned settlement led to the emergence of new villages and the expansion of the
old ones. Land cultivation replaced harvesting in the wetlands and woods and became the main occupation
of the local population. There was plenty of poultry, particularly geese and ducks and thus plenty of meat,
eggs and feathers. Cattle breeding grew to enormous proportions. About ten thousand cows and thousands of
pigs grazed on the grazing land of the Municipality of Bizovac at that time. Like in western films, cattle
were transported to slaughter houses in wagons. Cattle loading and trading at fairs, particularly at the fairs of
Bizovac, generated the exchange of money and encouraged the permanent settlement of entrepreneurs and

merchants, mostly Germans, Jews and Czechs. They, along with teachers, doctors, manorial and municipal
clerks, post office clerks and railway managers, made up the upper class. The first train went through this
area in 1894. There were about 30 craftsmen and a few merchants and innkeepers. Among other prominent
members of the community, the milkmen’s and beekeepers’ association, public library, undertakers’
association, voluntary fire fighters’ association, football club, Hrvatski sokol (Croatian Falcon), mill and
brickyard should be mentioned. Servants of the totalitarian Nazi and Ustaše regime during World War II and
servants of the socialist regime in the period from 1945 to 1990 did a great injustice to the people of
Bizovac. They blocked the economic and social development of the area in regard to education and religion
and erased particular groups. After the end of the war, reprisals against the local German population were
carried out by the authorities, which led to their almost complete disappearance from the census, and the
Bizovac region became part of the administrative unit of Valpovo. The connection of Bizovac to the national
grid was completed in the 1960s. The gas and water supply systems and telecommunication connections
were completely finished a couple of years ago. The Municipality of Bizovac was restored after the
introduction of the new administrative organization of the Republic of Croatia in 1993. Bizovac became the
centre of the municipality which now includes seven settlements as follows: BroĎanci, Cerovac, Cret,
Habjanovci, Novaki, Samatovci and Selci.

Censuses from 1857 to 2001
Settlement

1857

1869

1880

1890

1900

1910

1921

1931

1948

1953

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

Bizovac

1162

1229

1072

1096

1219

1301

1243

1343

1561

1667

1942

1957

2135

2235

2278

Brođanci

1098

1248

1100

1178

1281

1376

1346

1429

1372

1282

1163

900

792

668

631

41

42

35

Cerovac
Cret
Habjanovci

912

964

1109

6

6

4

12

10

366

498

678

611

666

716

642

1177

1280

1340

1259

1330

1208

1189

1189

786

639

580

545

140

219

243

268

208

218

225

211

132

230

348

432

525

571

568

609

56

29

23

5118

5063

4974

Novaki
Samatovci
Selci
Općina
Bizovac

41

3213

84

3441

3365

144

3601

184

3970

177

4198

126

3986

4384

4956

5227

5672

4987

Parishes of Bizovac and Brođanci

During the High and Late Middle Ages, pastoral service in the area of today’s Municipality of Bizovac was
exclusively related to the village of Ivanovci whereas afterwards it was provided by priests of the Diocese of
Pécs. During the Turkish reign, religious ceremonies were conducted by Franciscan monks and possibly also
by merchants from Dubrovnik who used to come to Osijek, particularly during the 8-Day May Fair. Written
documents involve the fact that Bizovac and Ladimirevci had a common church which was dedicated to St.
Cosmos and Damian. In the 1720s, Bartol Kašić, a monk of the Jesuitical order and a missionary, celebrated
the holy mass, confessed and blessed the congregation with the sacrament of confirmation in that church.
According to father Petar Nikolić, the vicar of the bishop of Zagreb, there were parishes in the villages of
BroĎanci, Kriţevci and Karaševo in 1660. The village of Kriţevci, which was located in the District of
Petrijevci, might have been left by the inhabitants later. However, Nikolić wrote that there were three stone
churches in the Parish of BroĎanci. These were the Church of the Holy Cross, the Church of St. John the
Baptist and St. George’s Church. Austro-Turkish wars lead to the fall of the Turkish reign in Slavonia. The
devastated homes were later populated by Šokci who had been brought from northern Bosnia to the Danube

region by Franciscans. The Parish of BroĎanci was established in 1747 and it had subsidiaries in the villages
of Habjanovci and Martinci. St. Anne’s Church was consecrated in 1798 and, in 1852, the church bell was
built up. Bizovac and Ladimirevci had wooden chapels. The patron of the chapel of Bizovac was Virgin
Mary who had protected the locals from all evil until 1761 when a new chapel dedicated to St. Matthew the
Evangelist was built. The Parish of Ladimirevci was founded in 1789 while the centre of the parish was
dislocated to Bizovac. The parish premises in Bizovac were put up in 1810. The Parish Church of St.
Matthew the Evangelist was erected in 1802. It was restored and renewed a couple of times, in 1875 and in
the period from 2004 to 2007. The churches in Cret Bizovački, Samatovci, Novaki Bizovački and Topoline
are under the jurisdiction of the Parish of Bizovac.

Settlements of the Municipality of Bizovac
Bizovac

Evidences of presence of people in this area during the prehistoric period include the discovery of a larder
with 322 well-preserved items from the Middle Bronze Age. The larder was discovered by accident as a
local peasant was ploughing the land near the village of Lepodrevci in 1885. Among those items, one should
single out bronze sickles, wedge-shaped axes, spears, accessories, tools and other. Written documents
involve the fact that Bizovac and Ladimirevci had a common church which was dedicated to St. Cosmos and
Damian. The medieval name of the village of Bizovac was Byezafalva. It was situated in the District of
Karaševo and was owned by the order of St. John of Jerusalem. The 1579 census of the Turkish District of
Poţega includes a document about the village of Bisofzy and relating 8 houses which belonged to the SubDistricts of Osijek and Karas. From 1721, Bizovac was ruled by the manorial estate of Valpovo which
included 23 households. There is a church document witnessing that the settlement of today’s Bizovac took
place in the period from 1752 and 1755 by means of forcible migration of population having lived on
surrounding farms which were situated on today’s cultivated land. In terms of the 1737 census of Bizovac,
one can find indigenous surnames that are still common in modern Croatia. These surnames are Bošnjak,
Domanovac, Erić, Grlica, Glavaš, Glavašić, Kolarić, Mihaljević, Škarić, Sršić, Sudar and Vuković. The
Parish Church of St. Matthew the Evangelist was put up in a modest baroque-classicist style in 1802. The
parish feast is celebrated on September 21. In the very centre of Bizovac, there is a castle that used to be
ownership of noble family Normann-Prandau. The castle was constructed for manorial clerks and
management in the first half of the 19th century. After baroness Marijana Prandau had married count
Konstantin Normann, the castle was rearranged for housing and has almost preserved the same appearance
until today. The royal post office was opened in 1809, the first mill in 1890 and the second one in 1910. The

school was founded 1849. The football club and fire fighters’ association have been active since 1926. The
branch of Seljačka sloga (Peasant Concord) was founded in 1935. For almost four decades, there has been a
cultural club in the village that promote the autochthonous heritage of the Bizovac region, part of which is a
unique, distinctive and peculiar female folk costume. The club takes part in folk festivals in Croatia and
abroad. The following celebrities born in Bizovac are worth mentioning: gallery manager Antun Ullrich,
linguist Bratoljub Klaić, mathematician Ivo Pavlić and chemist Stjepan Glavaš. Due to the vicinity of the
city of Osijek, excellent road and railway connections, fertile arable land, trade and tourist potentials
regarding medicinal springs, the village is becoming more and more attractive for permanent residence.

Samatovci

The village is located south to Bizovac and only 10 km west to Osijek.
The traces of the first settlements date back to the ancient period of the Middle and Late Copper Age. The
artefacts found on the surface such as ceramics, bone and stone tools refer to the culture of Sopot.
From 1721, the village of Samatovci was an isolated farm area and was ruled by the manorial estate of
Valpovo Pursuant to the census organized by the manorial management in 1885, the isolated farm areas of
Samatovci, Selci and Cerovac had a total of 143 inhabitants. Today, Samatovci is a prosperous village
expecting rapid development in a near future, particularly after completion of Corridor Vc.

Novaki Bizovački
The village is located on the road between
Bizovac and BroĎanci. According to the
1991 census, the village of Novaki had 225
inhabitants. The remnants of the ceramics
of Sopot, the Baden culture and the culture
of Kostolac from the Early and Middle
Copper Age are the evidence of early
settlements in this area. The village was
devastated during the resistance wars
against the Turks. They made wilderness
out of the former village. The area was
populated by the Croatian people from
Dalmatia. In 1997, the new Church of St.
John the Baptist was consecrated. There are
more than 200 inhabitants in this area
today.

Brođanci
This, for its Olympics of Old Sports
famous village, is situated in the south of
the Municipality of Bizovac. The distance
between Bizovac and BroĎanci totals only
5 km.
In the vicinity of the village, there are
archaeological sites called Vinogradi and
Franjin bostan where excavations search
for ceramics of the culture of Sopot. In the
medieval period, estate called Keresteleke
or Kiresteleke was located in this rural area.
The estate was built in 1392 and had
belonged to the town of Koška until 1506
when it changed its name into Krysewcz
and came into ownership of the castle of
Subotica

Both the old map of the village from the period of the Turkish occupation drawn up in 1680 and the map of
Slavonia and Sirmium drawn up in 1745 include the villages of Kriţevci, Biljanci and Habjanovic as well as
the village of Brogianc.
After 1683, i.e. after one of the Turkish invasions of this area, the local population left their homes and came
back 16 years later, in 1699.
According to the manorial census of 1855, 165 years after the first census, the village of BroĎanci had 145
homes and 1,100 inhabitants. The school was put up on 12 November 1851 and the first mill in 1909. The
mill was powered by an engine with an induction generator which was also used for street illumination of
one part of the village. For the purpose of agricultural development, a cooperative named ’’Bolja budućnost
(A Better Future)’’ was founded in 1947. The cooperative did not turned out to be very useful, so it was
closed down after 5 years.
The catholic parish and St. Anne’s Church built in 1798 have jurisdiction over the following churches: St.
Martin’s Church in Čepinski Martinci built in 1803 and the Church of St. Bartholomew the Apostle in
Habjanovci built in 1837.
St. Anne’s Church was built in a late baroque style and belongs to the group of modest sacral facilities
erected in Slavonia at the end of the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th century.
BroĎanci is one of the most appropriate villages in Slavonia to reside since there are lots of green areas and
other facilities – a beautiful park in the village centre, a restored church, sports fields etc. They all make this
place pleasant for living.

Habjanovci
The name Badaczfalva dates back to 1506 or 1507 when
it was first mentioned as a settlement which belonged to
the castle of Koška, i.e. its owners (from 1392) the squires
of KoroĎ.
During the great residence war of 1683 against the Turks,
the local population fled to the woods and returned as late
as in 1701.
From 1721, Habjanovci were governed by the manorial
estate of Valpovo and the District of Petrijevci and
included 12 households.
The branch Church of the St. Bartholomew the Apostle
was built in 1837 and was managed by the Parish of
BroĎanci. The parish feast is celebrated on St.
Bartholomew’s Day, August 24. Prior to World War II,
there was an old catholic church in the village but it was
demolished during the war.
The first mill was constructed in 1923. After World War
II, in 1947, a cooperative named ’’Udarnik (ShockWorker)’’ was established. Its existence lasted until 1953
when it, like other cooperatives, was dismissed. The
primary school was founded in 1881. The people of
Habjanovci were proud of their steam powered sawmill
that was in possession of Lovro Jeger, a wholesale
distributor from Osijek. He gave 2,000 forint and the
village authorities 1,000 forint to put up a school building.
The new school building was built in 1905.

A poultry farm with a capacity of 16,000 laying hens was opened in 1970.
Among the successful secondary industry companies in this area, one should mention the wooden product
factory, a plant owned by the ’’Niveta’’ factory of Osijek.
Construction of the road between Habjanovci and Cret will definitely contribute to traffic and economic
development.

Cret Bizovački

The village is located only 15 km far away from the town of Valpovo. It was named after the forest of Cret
but the censuses of the Municipality of Valpovo also contained the names Čret Bizovački and Čret.
The oldest sources of information on the village claim that before the arrival of the Turks, it had been
managed together with other 30 villages in the District of Karaševo by the order of St. John. The first
registered inhabitants were probably gamekeepers of the forest of Cret and railroad guards.
According to some sources, settlement of a greater extent took place after World War I, more precisely in
1929, and involved settlers from Hrvatsko zagorje, Dalmatia and Lika. After the arrival of the settlers, the
newcomers needed more land for housing and deforestation was their first choice.
The branch Church of St. Anthony of Padua was built in 1970 as part of the catholic Parish of Bizovac. The
parish feast is celebrated on St. Anthony’s Day, on June 13.
The vicinity of a 100-year old forest, the railroad and absolute tranquillity will surely make this place
pleasant for living and relaxation in the future.

Selci
A larder from the Bronze Age including
tools such as hollow axes, sickles, socket
axes and needles was found on the site of
Travnjak in 1896, proving presence of
people in this area in the prehistoric period.
As late as in 1721, the hamlet became part
of the manorial estate of Valpovo. After
World War I, about 200 Slovaks
immigrated here. The hamlet of Selci has
got neither church nor chapel and belongs
to the Parish of Bizovac. In the summer of
1987, Branko Schmidt directed a film
called ’’Sokol ga nije volio (Sokol Never
Liked Him)’’ featuring one of the best late
Croatian actors Fabijan Šovagović.

Cerovac
This hamlet is situated near the hamlet of
Selci, in the south-east of the Municipality
of Bizovac. In terms of the censuses of the
Municipality of Valpovo between 1857 and
1871, the inhabitants of the hamlet were
registered together with the residents of
Petrijevci. Not until 1880, the local
population had been recorded separately. In
2001, Cerovac had 35 residents.

Schooling

It was not until 1852 that Bizovac had a public school. Such a school was also founded somewhat later in
Habjanovci and BroĎanci. At first, the teacher lived in a building owned by the manorial estate while later
he was built a suite and lived there. He was also granted a couple of acres of land which was cultivated by
locals whose children went to school. They were obliged to provide the teacher with fuel wood and bring it
to his suite. In return, apart from organizing and running classes for kids, the teacher had to write
applications and complaints to the authorities on behalf of the residents, particularly in disputes with the
manorial government regarding the rights to uncultivated land. The disputed used to last for decades
sometimes.
In the 1880s, the public school of Bizovac was called the Common Public Mixed-Sex School. The classes
were organized separately for boys and girls and the education lasted for three years. A similar approach to
schooling came into force in Habjanovci and BroĎanci, schools of which, together with the schools of Cret
Bizovački and Samatovci became subsidiaries of the primary school of Bizovac named after Bratoljub
Klaić, PhD, a linguist and a university professor born in Bizovac. His real name was Adolf Klotz. In 1979,
the school building and sports hall were put up and they still meet the requirements of the current
educational system of Croatia.

Tourism

The Thermal Baths of Bizovac (Bizovac Spa)
The main facilities of the biggest tourist centre of eastern Croatia include: ’’Termia’’ Hotel, Geothermal
Bathing Area, ’’Aquapolis’’ Thermal Riviera and ’’Bizovačke toplice – medicinska rehabilitacija (Thermal
Baths of Bizovac – Medicinal Rehabilitation)’’ Polyclinic.
Hotel Termia **

The total capacity of the Termia Hotel
involves 205 beds, arranged in 18 single
rooms, 80 double rooms and 9 triple rooms.
All the rooms include bathrooms and TV
sets with a satellite link.
The catering offer of the hotel consists of
two café bars and three restaurants as
follows:

- a restaurant for hotel guests with a music hall including 500 seats,
- a national restaurant with 120 seats,
- a restaurant called Riviera with 50 seats as part of the ’’Aqaupolis’’ pools

The conference offer of the ’’Termia’’ hotel refers to a great hall designed for conferences, lectures,
seminars, fairs etc. The hall can host up to 600 participants. There are also three smaller halls with a capacity
of 50 people each. All the above premises include technical equipment necessary for such events, i.e. sound
equipment, TV-sets, flip-charts, VCRs, OHPs, slide projectors, LCD-projectors and notebooks. All the halls
are air conditioned.
The guests can take advantage of a big monitored parking lot. On the ground, first and second floor, one can
find outdoor passages connecting all the hotel facilities. In the hotel lounge, there is a hairdresser, a beauty
centre, a fancy and sports clothing store, a souvenir shop and a bank. The total floor area of the hotel
amounts to 16,037 m2.
Hotel Toplice *
The capacity of the ’’Toplice’’ Hotel totals 92 beds. Accommodation is provided exclusively in double,
triple and fourfold rooms with bathrooms and toilettes on every floor. The rooms are situated in two
prefabricated facilities. These premises are particularly favourable and financially acceptable for school
excursion. The hotel includes a restaurant named ’’Toplice’’ with a capacity of 150 people, appropriate for
various entertaining events. The hotel area also involves part of the bathing-recreational complex with three
indoor and two outdoor pools with thermal water. The thermal complex is physically linked to the pools and
sports fields of the Termia Hotel.
The total pool area amounts to 880 m2 and the total floor area of the Toplice Hotel to 4,322 m2.
„Aquapolis’’ Bathing-Recreational Complex
Aquapolis is a multipurpose bathing-recreational complex. The part of the complex used for bathing is
roofed and heated in winter and can host various recreational-entertaining events while in summer, the area
unfolds and provides a sunbathing site and indoor sports fields, too.

There are a total of nine different pools as follows: a semi-Olympic sized pool, a pool for non-swimmers, a
children’s pool, a pool with aquatic attractions (music cave and whirlpools), three Jacuzzi pools (lateral

massage) of various sizes and depths, an outdoor pool and an outdoor pool with a water mushroom and
artificial rapids. The pools are partially leaned to the water interim area and connected with different bridges
and inlets. Aquapolis includes a 112 m long aquagun. The total pool area of Aquapolis amounts to 1,500 m2.
The capacity of the indoor pool complex amounts to 2100 swimmers while in summertime there can be as
many as 6,000 people. Aquapolis uses the most modern system of chemical, bacteriological and
technological water purification. Considering the multifunctionality and size of the ’’water city’’, the
complex is, both in winter and summer, more like a bathing Riviera. At the weekend, the offer is
supplemented by attractive night swimming accompanied with romantic music.
Sports-Recreational Facilities
In terms of recreation, the complex includes a big football field, appropriate for pre-season training as well
as handball, basketball, volleyball, tennis and particularly attractive beach volleyball fields. The outdoor part
of the complex contains a fenced children’s playground. The indoor part involves tables for table tennis,
saunas, a gym and a four-lane bowling alley.
Polyclinic for Medical Rehabilitation
A contemporary diagnostic-therapeutic centre within which one can undergo various types of rehabilitation
therapies under supervision of specialists and professional personnel. Rehabilitation may improve bad
physical conditions such as:

Ponds of Bizovac

Bizovac is one of the few Slavonian villages that can boast about two attractive swimming spots – the
’’Aquapolis’’ Thermal Riviera as part of the Thermal Baths of Bizovac and a pond at the brickyard. The
people of Bizovac love both of the spots equally since they offer lots of facilities to enjoy and explore and
they are both great for recreation and sports. However, the latter is still pretty unfamiliar to many and offers
much more than foreigners usually expect.
This spot favoured by the young emerged as a result of excavation of clay for the purpose of brick
production. The brick of Bizovac is famous and appreciated worldwide for its top quality. The pond is
surrounded by short grass which used to be a local grazing land and a few poplar and willow trees.

’’The long-range excavation of clay brought to emergence of several artificial lakes which depth exceeds 6
m while their water is extremely clear and can almost be drunk. The visitors claim that the waters of the
lakes are among the clearest in the area. According to the estimates, the total pond area exceeds 15
hectares’’, said … , which is confirmed by many locals, particularly by fishermen who fish there and often
bring large catch to their homes.
Such clear water is abundant with various fish species such as pike-perch, carp, pike, tench, brown bullhead,
European perch and other whitefish species. The ponds are managed by the fishermen’s association
’’Bandar (European Perch)’’ of Bizovac which takes care of regular fish feeding and of protection of water
from pollution while diligent fishermen organize fishing contests throughout the year. Near the Great Pond,
there is a fishermen’s house that can host family celebrations, friendly gatherings and other entertaining
events.
By the waterside, young locals made a beach volleyball field and installed a floating pontoon platform to
assure easy access to the water. At the weekend, there can be as many as hundreds of swimmers, out of
which some come from other municipalities but they all have a great time on the pond. Even bigger groups
of people come here and take barbecues, beach umbrellas, arbours, plenty of food and drinks with them and
enjoy themselves and the atmosphere. Once they come here, they always come back because it is a perfect
place for family vacation. The ones that hate crowded places at the seaside in high season and still want to
enjoy the summer and its benefits will definitely have a wonderful time here.

Ethno Heritage
Female Folk Costume of Bizovac

With its profoundness and luxury, it is one of the most specific Slavonian folk costumes.
The historical facts state that Bizovac was settled by Hungarians in the past as well as by settlers from Bačka and
Baranja, so one may assume that the costume has acquired some of their features by the time.
The costume is made by means of perforated embroidery, which is authentic for Slavonian costumes but the costume
of Bizovac is unique for its length barely reaching the knees while other Slavonian costumes are much longer.

Male Folk Costume
Most of the Slavonian male costumes are the same. Until World War I, people,
even on every day’s occasions, had used to wear wide pleated pants, white
pleated shirts, wool socks, traditional leather shoes called ’’opanci’’, plush
coloured waistcoats while chests had used to be covered with the ‘’so-called
poša (tie)’’ or the so-called poremet’’, an accessory woven with a thread used
for golden or perforated embroidery, and heads with black hats with a
decorative ribbon containing the colours of the Croatian flag. Guys used to
wear traditional belts called ’’tkanice’’ whereas old folks only wore them on
Sundays and holidays.

Olympics of Old Sports of Brođanci

Regarding events organized on the territory of the Municipality of Bizovac, one must not omit a sportscultural event called ’’Olympics of Old Sports’’ which has been held in BroĎanci every year since 1972. The
goal of this event is to relive and preserve autochthonous old sports as an important segment of the historical
and cultural heritage of the region. So far, about 20,000 competitors have put their skills to the test in 47
disciplines while the games have been attended by over 200,000 visitors. During the games, other
characteristics of this region are presented (folklore, old crafts, fine arts, gastronomy etc.) and they, together
with the Olympics, make the complete tourist and cultural picture of this area.

Bizovac Summer Evenings
This cultural-entertaining and sports event is held every year in the middle
of July in the centre of Bizovac, in the courtyard of the Normann castle
and in the sports fields of the primary school of Bizovac. The central event
is a six-a-side outdoor football tournament participated by the teams
representing the particular streets of Bizovac.
Tamburitza and other pop bands, cultural clubs and other performers
appear on the central stage in a big tent. In the courtyard of the Sudar
family, famous for its wooden barn which is a valuable cultural evidence
of the civil engineering heritage from the end of the 19th century, there is
an ethnologic exhibition of articles, tools and utensils. During the event,
visitors can try out traditional dishes and other specialties prepared by
local chefs. The lobby of the primary school building is converted into a
gallery where exhibitions of paintings of local and guest artists are
organized while the products of beekeepers, fruit growers, family farms,
craftsmen and local entrepreneurs as well as various handicrafts are
presented on fair stands.

The Castle of Normann Prandau

The former housing facility of Count Konstantin Normann Ehrenfels is located in the centre of Bizovac.
Originally, the aerial view of the castle suggested the shape of the letter L while its longer side was oriented
towards the former Reichenstrasse street. This taller ground level building was built in the 1830s for the
purpose of the manorial estate (clerk house) and was 34 x 14 m in size.
In the 1850s, after Marijana Prandau had married Konstantin Normann in 1852, the house was rearranged
for permanent residence of the newly married couple. At that time, a spacious park was planted while
greenhouses for flower growing and an icehouse as well as other minor auxiliary buildings were built. The
total floor area of the castle was then increased to 644 m2. According to the 1885 data, the facility included

17 rooms, two cellars, a big partly-glassed porch, a device for indoor heating, a water supply and sewage
system, a bathroom and a toilette. One can say that it was rather well-equipped considering the technological
development of the time.

It is interesting that such an impressive building was not covered with tile but with oak batten. The faces of
the castle were simple whereas the window frames were big, engraved and designed in a Swiss style. These
engraved window frames together with the lamps on the castle face still decorate the facility. The ceiling
was achieved by means of a double structure and the attic was paved with bricks and used for hay storage.
The indoor warehouses consisted of three compartments. The heating of the stove and fireplace was
achieved partly from the external and partly from the internal side. Particular indoor pieces were very
stylish. The Normann Castle of Bizovac, although having been rearranged a couple of times, has preserved
the features of the style and spirit of the 19th century. It had been used as a school for a longer time until a
new school building was put up in the place of the park and garden. The castle and the auxiliary building
used to form a courtyard, dimensions of which were 60 x 30 m, which can be seen on the 1863 cadastre
map. South to the courtyard, there was a small park, behind which there was a fairly large vegetable garden.
The total area of the park and garden amounted to seven acres and 673 square fathoms. Also, there was a
heated masonry-wooden winter garden that was, on one side, encircled with a glass wall and, on top,
covered with batten. The winter garden also included a nursery. The park contained some landscape and
some historicist and romanticist features. It already existed in 1863 and suffered the first damage after the
agricultural reform of 1934 and the second after World War II. An auxiliary building with seven rooms and
hard-packed earthen floor and soft shingle roofing was built within the castle area. Another solid auxiliary
building with brick flooring and seven rooms was put up in the same place for the housing of the gardener
and maids. A solid stall covered with tile also found its place within the castle area and hosted an equerry
while providing shelter for horses, cattle and poultry. It also involved a well and an ice-house and served as
storage for pasturage, horse equipment and carriages.
Above the gate, there were two coats of arms engraved in wood, symbolically connecting the families of
Prandau and Normann.

Although modest in size if compared with other monumental castles of Slavonia, the castle of Normann
represents a fancy building in terms of the 19th century architecture and reflects the impressive lifestyle of
the contemporary nobility.
Today, it is partly used for the purposes of local government and the remaining rooms are available for local
associations, libraries etc. Supervised by experts and conservationists und supported by the competent
ministry, this cultural relic shall be restored and returned its original appearance.

Timetable of Events
Exhibition of Tiny Beasts and Pets
Bizovac, January
Days of the Municipality of Bizovac
Bizovac, April
Bizovac Summer Evenings
Bizovac, July
Olympics of Old Sports
BroĎanci, August
Agricultural Fair
Thermal Baths of Bizovac, October
Christmas Fair of Bizovac
Bizovac, December

Contact:
Municipality of Bizovac
Kralja Tomislava 89
31 222 Bizovac
Tel: 00385 31 675 301
Fax: 00385 31 675 674
Web: www.opcina-bizovac.hr
E-mail: opcina.bizovac@os.t-com.hr

